 CHAINS

Page 16.  Tl 5Sr9W (cont)

Witnesses:  B. Sheehan  
W. Johnson  
M. whitmore  
R. Long  
by Leonard Whitmore,  
Tillamook co. deputy surveyor  
3-4-61

Tl 5Sr9W

½ 8 ½ corner to sections 8-17  
17  
Original Monument:  
Alder post in a mound of stone.

Original Witnesses:  
5" fir, N.4°30'W., 24#1Lks Mkd. ½S8BT  
No BTs Mkd in section 17  

I found a rock mound with a stone marked ½S8 on North  
and ½S17 on South faces.  I found a 30" fir, N.4°30'W., 161ft.  
with a healed witness face. A road may destroy the orig.

NW BT.

I marked 2 new BTs:  
26" fir, N.22°30'W., 7ft. Mkd. ½S8BT  
11" fir, S.38°30'W., 23ft. Mkd. ½S17BT

Witness:  M. Whitmore  
by Leonard Whitmore,  
Tillamook Co. deputy surveyor  
2-22-61

16 15  
Tl 5Sr9W

¼ 14x10x8 basaltic rock Mkd. ½S15 on E. and ½S16  
on W. sides. in a rock mound. No trees were  
marked for witnesses.

I found a man made rock mound on a steep west slope.

Found the marked stone with visible S16 where it had rolled  
to a bench.

REPLACE THE MARKED STONE AT THE STONE MOUND  
I marked 2 new BTs:  
28" fir, N.26°30'E., 37ft. Mkd. ½S15BT  
16" fir, S.6°30'W., 18½ft. Mkd ½S16BT

Witness:  M. Whitmore  
By Leonard Whitmore,  
Tillamook Co. deputy surveyor  
2-22-61
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